
The calendars show 2047. Human population drastically decreased after the Great            
Global Disasters. People live in the ruins while trying to recover the surrounding. The              
four corporation leaders were able to hide with their wealth, and created the Secret              
Association coded as A.O. They hired Dr. Yves to help them take control over the               
World. Dr. Yves introduces Highly Functional Service Androids as the efficient           
police, and doctors while secretly observing people.  

Dr. Yves accepts A.O’s offer to obtain freedom to fulfill his main project - Immortal                
Human. He traps true intelligences, and forces them to work for him. After many              
failed experiments on humans, a young anti-HFSA protestor named Fidan wakes up            
in her new body. Dr. Udekiki secretly takes Fidan out of the lab. However, the               
underground team called Caelum catches the immortal girl.  

Jyrgal is the leader of Caelum. She’s a young girl from the police family which was                 
killed by police androids at their house. Aytuna is the engineer of the team. She’s               
Jyrgal’s girlfriend, and Dr. Yves’s ex-worker. The team has a weapon master named             
Karamel who wants to change the world for the better. The only hibernation survivor              
Bermet is the combat master. She’s here to protect Karamel. They have a secret              
weapon named Yashar, a young guy with a superpower - generating electric-like            
energy flows. Dr. Yves adopted him, and his peer named Kashgar as a positive              
promotion. They became lovers, and try to run away. Kashgar was killed by the order               
of Dr. Yves.  

Caelum is planning to destroy Dr. Yves’s main building. They have to put the plan                
to life quickly as Yashar feels his life energy would not last long. Without believing in                
their triumph, Fidan comes along, as she wants to solve her mental drawbacks             
occurred because of the immortal body. The plan is simple - bomb the building, and               
fight till killing Dr. Yves. Aytuna cracks the floor plan, and direct the team remotely.               
Being unaware of the mobile walls, the team gets separated. Yashar has to fight with               
Fake-Kashgar, the android servant. Dr. Yves makes Fidan choose between getting           
her body back, and saving the girls from being crushed by the walls. Yashar is able                
to fight the android, and Fidan makes her choice towards the girls. She uses the               
weapon, installed to her body by Karamel, to destroy the androids, and stops the              
walls. Her body cannot withstand the overload, and fails. Yashar, and the girls are              
able to break in Dr. Yves’s office. Jyrgal tries to kill him, but halts. Then the team has                  
to fight with the huge guard androids. Dr. Yves runs to his secret lab. Yashar follows                
him, and the door gets locked. In that lab, Dr. Yves prepares another surprise for               
Yashar. He shows a knife under a little girl’s throat while stating the girl being               
Kashgar, and Yashar’s biological child. Dr. Yves secretly developed Dr. Udekiki’s           
project of safe-way made kids for everyone. Yashar has the little energy left. Jyrgal              
catches up, and takes the little girl from Dr. Yves. After leaving a short message for                
the daughter, Yashar collects all his energy, and kills Dr. Yves. Yashar dies             
afterward. 

Caelum’s triumph over Dr. Yves leads to disclosure of A.O. Caelum gets renowned              
worldwide, and actively participate in the making of the guide which practices all the              
human rights. People keep going on developing themselves both morally, and           
spiritually, at the same time, making the World a better place. The years pass. Even               
the aliens land on Earth to openly communicate with humans.  

Now, Kashgar, and Yashar’s granddaughter Tansu who is also Bermet, and            
Karamel’s granddaughter, lives a happy childhood in a safe world while exploring the             
Earth, and the galaxy with her alien friend. “Immortal 88” by Chagla Altel 11/08/19 


